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1
0
 L COMPOST 06CX2380 45X44 15

Special bin liners for the separation of organic waste.  The first ever 100% compostable bags with 

drawtape made from cornstarch. Transparent to enable visual control at composting plants.  When 

treated at composting plants, they become a natural fertilizer together with organic waste.

3
0
 L ENVASES 11EN2341 55X60 15

Special bin liners for the separation of plastics and other packaging: plastics, tetra-brick and metal 

packaging (cans, aerosols, etc.). Transparent to enable visual control at treatment plants, with a 

slightly yellow coloured to match municipality selective waste collection systems (‘igloos’ and yellow 

recycling bins).

5
0
 L BRICO BOLSA 39ES0705 55X80 5

Special bags for DIY waste: sawdust, dust, bits of brick, etc. Super strong, tear and puncture 

resistant.

1
1
0
 L

JARDÍN 39JD0215 82X105 10
Special sack for garden waste. Specifically designed to resist punctures and tears (branches, stalks, 

turf, shrubs).
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FUNDAS 

GUARDARROPA
42AA5105 65X140 6

Transparent covers for storing and protecting seasonal clothing. Their exclusive cedar scent serves 

as a long-lasting moth repellent, an effi cient natural alternative to chemical deterrents (naphthalene). 

With a built-in hole for the coat hanger.

TOLDO 

SALVALLUVIAS
42SL1425 150X280 1

Transparent polythene sheet to protect washing hung outdoors. Useful to stop rainfall, drips from the 

upstairs neighbour’s laundry or bird droppings. Also useful in all the different situations in which a 

plastic sheet might be required.

DOGGYBAG CF 39DB0480 25x37 30

Practical bags for scooping up dog waste. Designed to make the experience as pleasant as possible: 

totally opaque (two color bag), drawtape for an easy an hygienical closing and transport. Odour 

neutraliser to hide bad smells. Its compact format makes it convenient for carrying it in your pocket, 

wallet, etc when you walk the dog.

PROTECCIÓN

SPECIAL BAGS & SACKS


